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ABSTRACT
Stack Overflow (SO) is becoming an indispensable part of modern
software development workflow. However, given the limited time,
attention, and memory capacity of programmers, navigating SO
posts and comparing different solutions is time-consuming and
cumbersome. Recent research has proposed to summarize SO posts
to concise text to help programmers quickly assess the relevance
and quality of SO posts. Yet there is no large dataset of high-quality
SO post summaries, hindering the development and evaluation of
post summarization techniques. We present SOSum, a dataset of
2,278 popular SO answer posts with manually labeled summative
sentences. Questions in SOSum cover 669 tags with a median view
count of 253K and a median post score of 17. This dataset will foster
research on sentence-level summarization of SO posts and has the
potential to facilitate text summarization research on other types
of textual software artifacts such as programming tutorials.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Programmers often resort to online Q&A forums such as Stack
Overflow (SO) to learn new concepts and APIs, find solutions, fix
bugs, etc. [5, 9, 48, 49]. While many advanced search techniques
have been proposed [10, 15, 34, 35, 52, 55], programmers still have
to spend a lot of time reading, assessing, and comparing relevant
Q&A posts to identify the one that best suits their context and
task [11, 26, 50]. For example, a survey with 72 software developers
from the industry have shown that it is cognitively demanding to
sift through many online posts returned by a search engine and
developers wish to get tool support for quickly navigating and
assessing the relevance and quality of online posts [50].

Recently, several research efforts have been made to summarize
SO posts or API documentation to facilitate users’ navigation of
relevant online information [18, 30, 40, 50]. In particular, Nadi and
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Question 133051: What is the difference between visibil-
ity:hidden and display:none?
Post 133465: They are not synonyms. <code>display:none
</code> removes the element from the normal
flow of the page, allowing other elements to fill in.
<code>visibility:hidden</code> leaves the element in
the normal flow of the page such that is still occupies
space. Imagine you are in line for a ride at an amusement
park and someone in the line gets so rowdy that security
plucks them from the line. Everyone in line will then move
forward one position to fill the now empty slot. This is
like <code>display:none</code>. Contrast this with the
similar situation, but that someone in front of you puts on
an invisibility cloak. While viewing the line, it will look like
there is an empty space, but people can’t really fill that empty
looking space because someone is still there. This is like
<code>visibility:hidden</code>.

Figure 1: SO Post 133465 with summative sentences high-
lighted

Treude experiment with four approaches to extract essential sen-
tences from a SO post to summarize the gist of the post [30]. They
run a human study with 43 developers and found that while it was
promising to provide essential sentences as navigational cues, none
of these approaches were sufficient to accurately identify essential
sentences.

The Natural Language Processing (NLP) community has made
significant progress in text summarization based on recent ad-
vances in deep learning (DL) [14, 20, 21, 27, 32]. These models
have achieved promising results on popular benchmarks such as
GigaWord [4] and CNN/DailyMails [1]. However, these DL-based
approaches are data-hungry—it requires massive parallel corpora
of text documents and human-written summaries to train a model.
For example, a well-known text summarization dataset, XSum [31],
contains 226K BBC news articles with one-sentence summaries
written by the authors and editors. Currently, there are no such
high-quality datasets for Stack Overflow, which hinders the devel-
opment of DL-based approaches for SO post summarization or text
summarization for SE-related documents in general, such as bug
reports [23, 25, 36].

To bridge the gap, we present SOSum, the first large dataset of
manually curated summaries for 2,278 popular SO answer posts.
Specifically, the first two authors independently labeled summa-
tive and insightful sentences from each post and then resolved
disagreements to control bias and ensure labeling quality. Figure 1
shows an example SO post from SOSum with summative sentences
highlighted. We also follow the question types identified in prior
work [12, 42] to form a balanced dataset with 177, 182, and 147
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answer posts respectively for three main types of questions—how-
to questions, conceptual questions, and debug-corrective questions.
These questions have an average of 362,026 view counts. Under
each question, there are 5.6 answers on average. The manually
curated summaries include 29 words or 1.64 sentences on average,
while the average length for the posts is 74 words or 6.76 sentences.
We also present a GUI tool to annotate SO posts from the SO data
dump, as well as a Chrome extension for online annotation. These
tools can also be used by other SE researchers to construct larger
datasets on SO posts and other types of SE-related documents such
as bug reports in future research. Both our dataset and our data
labeling tools are publicly available on GitHub [2].

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is motivated by several empirical studies on searching
and navigating relevant posts on Stack Overflow [11, 26, 49, 50].
Xia et al. analyzed search queries from 60 developers and found
that finding explanations for unknown concepts, learning how to
implement a task or use an API, and finding solutions to fix bugs are
the most frequent search tasks [49]. Xu et al. conducted a formative
study with 72 developers and found that information overload
(e.g., too many relevant SO posts, too much text in a post) is the
main challenge of identifying useful information from online Q&A
forums [50]. In an exploratory study with 50 novice programmers,
Chatterjee et al. found that 69% of participants considered too much
text containing unnecessary details as the main reason that slows
down the navigation of SO posts [11].

Recently, several techniques have been proposed to summarize
SO posts to facilitate SO post navigation and information seek-
ing [30, 40, 46, 50]. The most related work is AnswerBot, which
extracts summative paragraphs from SO posts based on various
features such as information entropy and paragraph position [50].
Compared with AnswerBot, our work focuses on more fine-grained
post summarization at the sentence level. CraSolver generates a
summary of bug solutions by selecting important paragraphs from
relevant SO posts based on a multi-factor ranking mechanism [46].
Nadi and Treude experimented with four different information
retrieval or pattern-matching approaches to select essential sen-
tences from SO posts to help programmers navigate SO posts [30].
Through a survey with 43 developers, they found that, while par-
ticipants would indeed like to get navigation support on Stack
Overflow, none of the four approaches were sufficient to provide
such support.

Recent advancements in NLP have made it possible to generate
concise summaries of text documents, such as news articles, using
deep neural networks [14, 27, 29, 31, 32, 45]. For example, Liu et
al. present a news article summarization approach by fine-tuning a
language model [13] with over 300K unique CNN and Daily Mail
news articles along with their news summaries written by article
authors [27]. Narayan et al. present an approach that summarizes
a single document to a one-liner using a convolutional neural net-
work trained on the XSum corpus [31]. Later, Narayan et al. present
another approach in which the task of text summarization is framed
as a ranking problem and solved by globally optimizing the ROGUE
metric in training [32]. Dong et al. frame text summarization as a
contextual bandit problem, in which each document is considered

as a context and each combination of selected sentences is an ac-
tion to take [14]. While these models perform well on news articles,
reusing these models in another domain, such as SO posts, requires
fine-tuning with large-scale parallel corpora due to vocabulary and
language norm shift. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
such corpora with SO posts and post summaries.

In addition to post summarization, there are many other ap-
proaches for supporting information seeking on Stack Overflow,
e.g., integrating SO into an IDE [33, 34], query reformulation for
better search results [35, 52], identifying insightful sentences about
API usage [22, 41, 43], summarizing API opinions [24, 44], detecting
API misuses [38, 53] or deprecated APIs [54] in SO posts, etc. Due
to the page limit, we will not elaborate here.

3 DATASET CONSTRUCTION
This section describes the process of curating the dataset of 2278
popular SO answer posts and their post summaries.

3.1 SO Post Pre-processing
We first extracted SO questions from the Stack Overflow data
dump [3] and ranked them based on their view counts. We chose
view counts since we wanted to focus on popular SO posts first.
Then, the first author manually inspected the frequently viewed
questions and selected three types of commonly asked questions—
how-to questions, conceptual questions, and debug-corrective ques-
tions based on the taxonomy from prior work [12, 42]. Eventually,
the first author selected 177 how-to, 182 conceptual, and 147 debug-
corrective questions to form a balanced dataset. For each question
post, we filtered out its answer posts with negative scores since
they may not be valid answers. We also removed answer posts
that only contain code snippets. For the remaining 2,283 answer
posts, we extracted their content and other metadata such as view
counts and post scores from the SO data dump. Since the content of
each post was stored as plain HTML in the data dump, we removed
the HTML tags and used the NLTK package [7] to break natural
language descriptions into sentences. Pre-processed question posts
and answer posts were stored in CSV.

3.2 SO Post Labeling Tools
We developed a graphical user interface (GUI) to facilitate labeling
summative sentences in SO posts, as shown in Figure 2. A user
can load the pre-processed SO posts into this tool by clicking the
“Select File” button. Then the data labeling tool will show the current
labeling progress, including the number of answer posts in total,
the index of the current post, and the number of labeled posts. It
renders one answer post and its corresponding question at a time.
The content of the rendered answer post is broken into sentences
for the ease of labeling. Some metadata such as SO tags, post score,
and post URL are also rendered. After reading the question title and
content, a data labeler can navigate through the sentences and label
one or more sentences as a summary of the answer post. They can
click “Next” to move on to the next post or “Previous” to change
the labeling of previous posts.

As many new SO posts are posted every day, one may also be
interested in labeling SO posts from the website rather than from
the data dump. Therefore, we also developed a Chrome extension
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Table 1: Bookmarks and view count for the 506 SO questions
min max average median

Bookmarks 1 5,385 10 75
View count 115,672 632,137 362,026 253,527

Table 2: Statistics of 2283 answer posts and their summaries.
min max average median

Post body length (words) 1 1,320 74 50
Summary length (words) 0 346 29 21
Post Score 0 7,521 125 17

for labeling SO posts in a web browser. A user can select one ormore
sentences from a post, right click, and choose “Mark as Summative
Sentence” to label them as summative sentences. Once the labeling
is done, the user can press “CTRL+ENTER” to download the post
content as well as the labeled summative sentences into a CSV file.
A video demo of this extension and both tools have been made
publicly available on GitHub to support Open Science [2].

3.3 SO Post Labeling Pipeline
We followed the common standard of NLP data labeling process to
label SO posts [8, 39, 51]. The first two authors first independently
labeled summative sentences in 464 answer posts from the first
100 questions in the dataset. Then, the authors compared their
labeling results and resolved the inconsistencies. The initial Cohen’s
kappa score is 0.41. After discussion, a set of labeling rules were
summarized to mitigate bias and ensure labeling consistency. Based
on these labeling rules, the first two authors labeled 526 posts
from the second batch of 100 questions in the dataset. The authors
met again and compared their labeling results. The kappa score of
the second-round labeling is increased to 0.67, which indicates a
moderate agreement under the guidance of the labeling rules [28].
The authors resolved some inconsistencies and further refined the
labeling rules. Finally, they continued to label the rest 1288 answer
posts and resolved inconsistencies. The final SOSum dataset only
includes summative sentences that both authors agree upon. This
whole labeling process takes about 175 man-hours.

The final set of labeling rules are summarized below.
Prefer sentences that directly answer a question. For example, in
Figure 1, sentence 1-3 all contribute to the post on a high level but
since the question asks for the difference between visibility:hidden
and display:none, we select sentence 2 and 3.
Prefer topic sentences over illustrative descriptions. Sentences
such as “for example,...” are not preferred, while sentences that
describe a high-level concept or idea are preferred.
Prefer instructions over explanations Sentences with clear in-
structions on how to complete a programming task or fix a bug, if
any, are selected. Sentences explaining these instructions are not.
Select a complete list of items or steps. If one sentence in a bullet
list or procedure (e.g. “First, try A. Then, do B.” ) is selected, the
corresponding sentences for the following items or steps should
also be selected to ensure completeness and consistency.
Prefer concise sentences over verbose sentences. If there are two
summative sentences, we always pick the shorter one.

Table 3: 10 most popular tags in the 506 SO questions
Tag Question count Tag Question count
Java 96 Sql-server 29
Javascript 52 C++ 24
C 48 JQuery 21
Python 38 PHP 21
Sql 31 .Net 19

Table 4: Data Fields in SOSum
Field Description

Question Id Post Id of the SO question
Question Type 1 for conceptual questions, 2 for how-to questions,

3 for debug-corrective questions
Question Title Question title as a string
Question Body A list of sentences from the question post content
Tags SO tags associated with a question
Answer Posts A list of post ids separated by comma
Answer Id Post Id of a SO answer post
Answer Body A list of sentences from the post content
Summary Summative sentences from the post content

4 DATASET DESCRIPTION
Our final dataset includes 2,278 answer posts and their summaries.
These posts are from 506 frequently viewed SO questions. The
median of bookmarks and view counts of these questions are 10 and
36K respectively, as shown in Table 1. These questions also cover
diverse topics in different programming languages and libraries.
Table 3 shows the 10 most popular tags out of a total number of
669 unique tags associated with these questions.

Table 2 describes the statistics of the 2,278 answer posts in
SOSum. The median number of words in these answer posts and
their summaries is 50 and 21 respectively. The median score (i.e., up-
votes minus downvotes from other SO users) is 17. Figure 3 shows
the distribution of post length and summary length in terms of
words. 90% of posts have less than 272 words, while 90% of the
summaries are comprised of 65 words or less in total.

Table 4 describes the data fields in our dataset. We store the
question post data and the answer post data in two separate CSV
files. These CSV files can be directly loaded into the desktop data
labeling tool described in Section 3.2.

5 USE CASES
This section describes how SOSum can be used to develop SO post
summarization techniques as well as three other potential use cases.
Sentence-level SO post summarization. Despite rapid progress
in NLP, sentence-level text summarization approaches have been
absent in the Stack Overflow domain due to a lack of parallel cor-
pora required for training or fine-tuning existing models. With
SOSum, SE researchers can fine-tune pre-trained NLP models in
the general NLP domain for summarizing SO posts. Some advanced
NLP models SE researchers can fine-tune include BERT, Sentence-
bert, and SpanBERT [19, 27, 37]. For example, one can fine-tune
BERT [13] using SOSum as a sentence-level Conditional Random
Field (CRF) model [27] to predict whether a sentence in a SO post
is a summative sentence.
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Figure 2: A screenshot of the SO post labeling user interface

Figure 3: Frequency of SO posts of different lengths

Question answering (QA). A QA system can automatically gen-
erate an answer to a question expressed in natural language [16].
Developing a QA system often requires a large corpus of question-
answer pairs. Since SOSum includes pairs of question titles and
answer summaries, it can be naturally used to build a QA system for
answering programming questions. Existing systems for answering
programming questions mostly rely on rule-based pattern matching
or unsupervised methods [6, 15, 40, 50]. SOSum offers a large train-
ing dataset that can be used to fine-tune more advanced DNN-based
QA models [16, 17, 47] to answer programming questions.
Summarizing other types of text documents in SE. The lack of
training data with high-quality labels hinders the development of
NLP models for other types of SE documents, such as programming
tutorials and bug reports. Since these documents often share similar
language norms and vocabularies, it is possible to perform transfer
learning. Therefore, SOSum also creates new research opportu-
nities to introduce data-hungry DL models for other types of SE
documents.
Benchmarking. SOSum can be used to benchmark existing text
summarization tools for Stack Overflow [30, 40, 46, 50]. Researchers
have been relying on a small benchmark or user studies to evaluate
existing tools. Compared with using SOSum as a benchmark, user
studies are inevitably limited in scale and also take a long time to
complete. SOSum on the other hand provides an easier and faster

way for researchers to test the accuracy of their tools on a large,
human-validated dataset.

6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
One potential threat to validity comes from the data labeling pro-
cess, since human labelers may introduce errors or biases. Further-
more, different programmers may prefer different summative sen-
tences. To mitigate this threat, the first two authors conducted three
rounds of independent labeling, standardized the labeling rules, and
discussed extensively to resolve inconsistencies. Furthermore, our
final dataset only includes summative sentences that both data
labelers agree upon. Another threat is that SOSum only includes
2,278 pairs of answer posts and their summaries. While it is much
bigger than existing benchmarks used in prior work [30, 40, 46, 50],
it may not be sufficient to train a large NLP model from scratch.
To address this issue, we have released a GUI tool and a Chrome
extension for labeling new SO posts. We wish these tools would
also encourage other SE researchers to construct large-scale, high-
quality training datasets for Stack Overflow and other types of SE
documents.

7 CONCLUSION
Previous studies have shown that navigating SO posts is time-
consuming and programmers wish to get tool support for quickly
understanding and assessing SO posts. We propose SOSum, a
dataset of 2,278 popular SO posts with manually labeled summaries
to foster research on sentence-level SO post summarization. In ad-
dition to the dataset itself, we also present two SO post labeling
tools for offline and online labeling. By making the dataset and
data labeling tools publicly available, we wish to encourage the
construction of more large-scale datasets with high-quality labels
for Stack Overflow and other types of SE documents. In the future,
we plan to add more labeled data to SOSum, conduct a systematic
evaluation of existing SO post summarization tools using SOSum,
and fine-tune advanced NLP models for SO post summarization.
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